
 

Day 9: 1.5 -Slopes of Secants & Average Rate of Change
 

Key Terms:

Rate of Change is a measureof how quickly one quantity (the dependent variable) changes with respect to

anothero(the independent variable)

: Average Rate of Changeis a changethat takes place over an interval, or

represents therate of change between twodifferent points.

Secantisa line that connects two points on a curve. The averagerate of

change between two points correspondsto the slope ofthe secant.
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Example One - A rock is kicked upward from cliff that is 120 m above the water. The heightof the rock

abovethe water h(t), in metres,after time t, in seconds, is modeled by the function, h(t) = —5t* + 10t +

120

a) Use the equation to determinethe end points of each interval, then determine the averagerate of

changein the heightfor each timeinterval. (©, l2o) C1 > \ 25)
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b) Describe whatthe average rate(s) of change you calculated in part a means in this situation.

As x values increase, Y Value decreasts. af
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Example Two: Andrew drains the water from a hot tub that holds 1600 L of water. It takes 2 hours for the

water to drain completely. The volumeV,in litres, of water remaining at varioustimest, in minutes, is shown

in the table below. ; ; .
Volume of Water in a Tub (L) vs. Time (min)
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a) Calculate the averagerate of change in volume duringthe following time intervals usingthetable.
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